Coyote Hills DGC (CH)

Coyote Hills Disc Golf Course
Address: 50 Beagle Club Rd, Carlisle, PA 17013

Directions from Wyndham Garden to Coyote Hills Disc Golf Course – Time 49 mins:

1. Turn right onto Loucks Rd for .6 miles
2. Turn right onto Kenneth Rd for .2 miles
3. Turn Left onto US-30E for 1.8 miles
4. Use the left 2 lanes to turn onto I-83BUS N/PA-181 N for .6 miles
5. Turn right to merge onto I-83 N for 19.5 miles
6. Use the left lane to continue straight onto PA- 581 W for 4.7 miles
7. Use the left lane to take exit 1B to merge onto I-81S for 7.7 miles
8. Take exit 52 for US-11 and make right onto US-11 S for .6 miles
9. Turn Right onto N Middlesex Rd for 2.1 miles
10. Turn left onto Beagle Club Rd for 1 mile – Entrance will be on the right.

Course Rules:

**Hole 1:** Marsh area is OB as marked by yellow ropes. Parking lot is OB. Property line to the right of the target is OB. Concession stand and concrete surfaces surrounding it are OB. Ball field is OB. All shots landing in the fenced area of the ball field must use drop zone or re-tee.

**Hole 2:** Yellow rope and over is OB.

**Hole 3:** Yellow rope past the target is OB. If OB proceed to the drop zone. If a player goes OB from the drop zone, play from where the disc was last inbounds.

**Hole 4:** All water is casual.

**Hole 6:** Fenced in area around cell tower is OB. If inside fenced area proceed to drop zone or re-tee. Yellow rope and over is OB.

**Hole 7:** Island hole. Tee shots must clear the ropes to be inbounds. If OB proceed to the drop zone. If a player goes OB from the drop zone, play from where the disc was last inbounds.

**Hole 9:** Creek is OB as marked by yellow ropes.

**Hole 10:** Creek is OB as marked by yellow ropes. Fence across service road is OB.

**Hole 16:** All water is casual.

**Hole 17:** All water is casual.

**Hole 18:** Fence behind target is OB.